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Interviews by Eugene W. Petersen

Eugene and Inez Petersen collection - see main website as several interviews are under construction and not listed below

http://library.rit.edu/depts/archives/deafhistory/index.htm

Listing and links to specific individual interviews

Old Timers

Religion at the Grass Roots - William Leonard Asbridge

Born Too Soon? - Willard Shorter

Mainstreaming: A Senior's Perspective - Leo M. Jacobs

The Archivist - William Joseph Marra

California Casual - Kyle and Mae Workman

The Light in the Shadows - David L. Bloch

Homebodies - Race and Lorene Drake

Upward Mobility - Edna P. Adler

Army Brat - Barbara Ann Smith-Hinrichs

Deaf, Deaf People - Henry Edgar Johnson

Breadwinners

Gentle People - Raymond and Elizabeth Rohrer

Late Deafness - Joe Weber

Upward Mobility - Robert Davila

Upward Mobility - Barbara Babbini Brasel

Upward Mobility - Yerker Andersson

Indian Artist - Herschel Johnson

Businessman - James Goodson

The Connoisseur - Larry Petersen
Politics - Fred Yates

Young Ideas

Growing Up Deaf - Marie Jean Philip

Growing Up Deaf - Doris Wilding

Rebel With a Cause - Kathy Stroyick